
 

CONTOUR MARKER® 
The Curv-O-Mark Contour Marker is a 
compact, time-saving tool used to lay out pipe 
and structural steel joints.  Laterals at any 
angle, tees, wyes, cross, elbows–any type or 
size of joint can be quickly and precisely laid 
out.  No more complicated mathematical 
formulas.  No more cut and try.  No more 
needless material waste. 
The Contour Marker can be used to lay out 
pipe from 1-1/2 to 18 in. diameter, or structural 
steel members up to 18 In. 

JUMBO CONTOUR MARKER™ 
A larger version of the Contour Marker.  The 
Jumbo Contour Marker (JCM) has been 
developed for use in the layout of large 
diameter pipe, from 8 to 48 in.  With its 
Structural Adaptor, the JCM can be used in 
the layout of extremely large structural steel 
members up to 48 in. wide. 
The JCM comes complete with a durable web 
strap that helps hold the unit in place during 
layout. A built-in adjustable dial bubble 
protractor ensures accurate centerline 
location. A soapstone crayon is included. 
Like the standard model, the JCM's capability 
can be increased with the Combination 
Adaptor Accessory. 

COMBINATION ADAPTOR 
ACCESSORY 
Designed for use with the standard and Jumbo 
Contour Markers, the Adaptor simplifies 
handling and increases layout capacity.  The 
Adaptor permits use of all four sides of the 
Contour Marker and permits marking on small 
diameter pipe, over nipples, old welds or on 
wrapped pipe. The Adaptor can also provide 
layouts with compound angles using a single 
setting, or any degree of take-off on elbows 
and turns up to 90 degrees. 
 

The scribe holder will accept round,  
square or flat soapstone crayon, pencil  
or steel point scribe. 

A built-hi-adjustable dial bubble protractor (1) 
ensures accurate centerline location.  A cast-in 
table (2) indicates rise per foot in both inches and 
meters.  A cast-in groove (3) makes the level self 
centering on the contour of pipe 
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MARKERS & MEASURING TOOLS 

ORDER MODEL
NUMBER NUMBER DESCRIPTION  PRICE  

0721-0000 #1 CONTOUR MARKER STANDARD  

0721-0001 #2 COMBINATION ADAPTER STD  

0721-0002 #3 LEATHER CARRYING CASE  

0721-0003 #4 CONTOUR MARKER JUMBO  

0721-0004 #5 COMBINATION ADAPTER JUMBO 

0721-0005 #6 CENTERING HEAD STANDARD  

0721-0006 #7 CENTERING HEAD JUMBO  

0721-0007 #8 PRO-MAG LEVEL   

0721-0008 #9 FITTER-WELDER PROTRACTOR  

0721-0009 #10 PIPE FLANGE ALIGNER STD  

0721-0010 #1208 RADIUS MARKER MINI  

0721-0011 #1220 RADIUS MARKER SMALL  $29.38 EA

The Pipe Flange Aligner is quickly 
adjustable for all types of flanges or pipe 
sizes ranging from 3 to 12 in. diameter 

MINI -- up to 8-In. radius 

SMALL - up to 20-In. radius 

$20.75 EA

$90.71 EA
 

$65.65 EA

$62.23 EA
 

$105.42 EA

$67.39 EA

$62.23 EA

$295.49 EA

$57.05 EA

$34.58 EA

$127.89 EA

SPRING LOADED PIN 
1" PIPE & LARGER 

1/2" PIPE & LARGER 

LAYOUT TOOLS and MARKERS   

0721-0010

0721-0011
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